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Source Sharing *Show Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, which means that fandom will receive a commission for you at no extra cost if you click through and make a purchase. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. in: Dawnguard: Weapons,
Dawnguard: Arrows Dawnguard: Arrows German Espa'ol Franéais * Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, which means that Fandom earns a commission at no extra cost when you click through and make a purchase. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise
noted. The UESPWiki – Your source for The Elder Scrolls since 1995This page lists all the ammunition (arrows for bows and screws for crossbows) available in Skyrim. Content 1 arrows 2 screws 3 notes arrows[edit] arrows are the required ammunition for bows. Arrows cannot be enchanted or softened.
If the Dawnguard add-on is not installed, arrows cannot be created on forging. With Dawnguard, however, it is possible to produce standard arrows with 1 piece of firewood plus a corresponding metal ingot. The corresponding Smithing perks are necessary to produce each type of arrow, but arrows still
cannot be hardened. The pages linked in the following table provide more information. Special arrows[edit] The Dawnguard add-on adds two special elf arrows; they give different effects when fired at the sun with Auriel's bow. Bolts (and crossbows) are only available if the Dawnguard add-on is installed.
Bolts are the necessary ammunition for crossbows. Bolts cannot be enchanted or hardened, but multiple types of screws can be made by joining the Dawnguard and completing a series of side quests. This item can only be purchased or manufactured on the siding with the Dawnguard. For more
information, see Ancient Technology. Notes[edit] Right is a chart of damage per second values for legendary versions of arcs that fire dragon bone arrows. The chart does not include any bonus damage from the Archery skill, the advantage of overdrawing, or the quick shot advantage; However, the first
two values would affect all values equally and would not change the relative order of the arcs. Quick Shot has a non-equal effect on them because the arc speed works; In archery you will find a more in-depth analysis and discussion. Providing ammunition to a follower will result in that trailer using it,
provided the ammunition given is better than the follower's standard ammunition. In the number in their inventory will never decrease, no matter how many times your follower uses this gifted ammunition; and since you can collect missiles that miss their target, as well as some that hit, you can use this
strategy as a good source of free ammunition of your choice. With so many different arrow types in Skyrim, it can be confusing to see the differences between We've placed the best skysword arrows that can help them, from the lowest to the highest damage, along with where you can get them.20.
Exercise ArrowDamage: 0 Gold: 0Enter at 0 Damage, the Practice Arrow is the weakest – but rarest, since only one person can get them – Arrow in Skyrim. You use it to practice your archery in Angi's Camp, where Angi gives you 10 practice arrows when asked. When she dies, you will no longer be able
to get more of them except by console command. Although they do no harm, practice arrows can still serve a purpose. You can use them to paralyze or poison a target without killing it. Even if your archery skill is high and/or your bow does a lot of damage, practice arrows can still be deadly.19. Rusty
ArrowDamage: 4 Gold: 0Like the Practice Arrow, the Rusty Arrow is weak, but also quite rare. With only 4 damage), they are impractical, but make for a good collector's item. They can only be obtained by fighting Sigdis Gauldurson in Geirmund's hall when his clones shoot Rusty Arrows, or by the editor
Smoke Test Cell by console command by entering coc QASmoke.18. Forsworn ArrowDamage: 7 Gold: 1Forsworn Arrows are slightly more arrow than the more common Iron Arrow at 7 damage. You can find them by killing Forsworn Archers in the Reach camps as well as in some Dwemer ruins. Fun
fact: You have a double arrowhead, along with Bound, Daedric and Forsworn Arrows.17. Falmer ArrowDamage: 7 Gold: 1Falmer Arrows are available from Falmers, who are interestingly skilled archers even though they are blind. Like most Falmer weapons, the Falmer Arrow is covered by small green
light bulbs.16. Iron Arrow Damage: 8 Gold: 1Iron Arrows are the most common arrow type in Skyrim. You can find them on most enemies, especially bandits, and in caves, chests and dungeons. They can also be purchased from arms dealers. With the Dawnguard DLC, you can also forge 24 iron arrows
with firewood and iron bars.15. Ancient Nord ArrowDamage: 10 Gold: 1Ancient Nord Arrows are the Draugr's preferred weapon and skeletons. Find them in the Nordic tombs. To get a bunch of more than a hundred, find them in the Dragon Cultist's Forelhost Ash Cluster, where you can get a bundle of
more than a hundred. Riekling Spear Damage: 10 Gold: 2The Riekling Spear is used by Rieklings as both a melee and a long-range weapon, but can be used as an arrow itself. Although it does the same damage as steel arrows, you can use only steel arrows with the spear's lower attack speed and
range.13. Steel arrow damage: 10 2Steel arrows are the second most common type of arrow in Skyrim after iron arrows. You can find them from merchants, storm protection soldiers, imperial soldiers and guards. They can also be made with firewood and steel bars in the Dawnguard extension. There are
a few ways to Steel Arrows: Go to The Ragged Flagon – Cistern and Collect The Arrows Niruin ShootsGo to sky Haven Temple yard and collect the Arrows Delphine ShootsGo outside Of Castle Dour and collect the arrows a wake shootsGo to Dragonsreach, Great Porch, and collect the arrows of training
soldier shoots12. Orcish ArrowDamage: 12 Gold: 1Orcish Arrows are dropped by forsworn enemies and bandits. Once you are at least level 6, you can also find them in many general shops and blacksmith shops. To make them in the Dawnguard extension, you need 1 firewood and 1 orichalcum ingot.11.
Dwarf Arrows: 14 Gold: 4Dwarven Arrows deal good damage as they come. You can find them from Dwemer ruins, high-ranking bandits or traders. If you married Aela, the hunter, she has 10-30 for sale every few days in her shop. Dwarf arrows are also the fastest and most efficient way to advance your
smithing, as firewood is free and dwarf metal bars are easy to reach.10 Nordic ArrowDamage: 14 Gold: 4Nordic Arrows deal decent damage, but are expensive to come by. Apart from looting them from Frea, the only way to preserve them is by making them with the advantage of advanced armor with
firewood, quicksilver ingots and steel bars. Elven Arrow Damage: 16 Gold: 5At 16 damage, Elven Arrows are one of the more powerful arrows in the game, but they are usually only available later e.V. (15+). Talk to Knight-Paladin Gelebor to craft them in Sunhallowed Elven Arrows or Serana to craft them
in Bloodcursed Elven Arrows. Some ways to Elven arrows to get are: Killing Thalmor Soldiers, Redoran Guards, and Dwarven CenturionsBuy them from late game dealersPicking them from Niruin when he's practicing archery at level 33+In a chest in the Thieves Guild training hallBuying them from
Hestla or Sorine Jurard, depending on which faction you are in Dawnguard and they are tied up to death Bloodcursed Elven ArrowDamage: 16 Gold: 6Bloodcursed Elven Arrows are made from normal elven arrows. When they are shot from Auriel's bow on the sun, they will block the sun for a whole day.
This makes it easier to sneak outside because enemies without night vision can't see them.7. Sunhallowed Elven ArrowDamage: 16 Gold: 16Sunhallowed Elven Arrows are another variant of the Elven Arrows provided by Knight-Paladin Gelebor. They can also be made from firewood and refined
moonstone with the Elven Smithing advantage. When these arrows are fired at an undead enemy from Auriel's bow, these arrows deal sun damage some AoE damage to nearby enemies. When you shoot a Sunhallowed Elven Arrow on the sun, sun rays will rain down and damage everyone nearby,
similar to Storm Call.6. Glass Arrow Damage: 18 Gold: 6Glass 6Glass are probably the coolest looking arrow in Skyrim and have the damage to boot. Like other glass weapons and armor, they are built of malachite and have a green hue. These arrows usually appear well into the game, usually level 2530 or higher. On these levels you will find them in small quantities from the following sources: Dead Dwarven CenturionsBlacksmiths like Eoruland Gray-Mane or at Warmaiden's High level banditsCrafting them with firewood and refined malachite with Dawnguard expansion5. Dwarf Ball Centurion Arrow
Damage: 20 Gold: 0Dwarven Sphere Centurion Arrows are not really available except by console commands, and are intended as purely decorative. You can see them in the display case in the Dwemer Museum of Markath. Unfortunately, because they look awesome with their arrowheads.4. Ebony
ArrowDamage: 20 Gold: 7Ebony Arrows are a good arrow choice for the middle of the game as they can be purchased by forges around level 40. The Fletcher in Solitude can even carry ebony arrows according to Level 10+ only. You can also get Ebon arrows by killing the Draugr Death Lord in the Lost
Valkygg ruins, stealing them from Narzulbur of the Orc Fortress, killing dwarf scrians, bandit shooters, or crafting them with ebony bars and firewood.3. Stalhrim ArrowDamage: 20 Gold: 7For how much damage they do, Stalhrim arrows are pretty easy to get, especially compared to the Daedric or
Dragonbone arrows. You can complete the Quest A New Source of Stalhrim at any time and then forge Stalhrim Arrows with Level 80 Smithing, the Ebony Smithing Advantage and 1x Firewood and 1x Stalhrim. You can also get 16 at the same time from Glover Mallory, the Blacksmith.2. Daedric
ArrowDamage: 24 Gold: 8Daedric Arrows are the strongest arrow in the base Skyrim game with 24 damage. However, they are extremely rare to find and require you to be at least level 25. Places to get them are from Dwarf Centurions, Nightingales, Thief Caches, Higher Bandits, Occasionally Dremora

Merchant and Archery Stores at level 30+.1. Dragonbone Arrow Damage: 25 Gold: 9At 25 Damage, the Dragon Arrow is the strongest arrow in Skyrim with the Dawnguard expansion. However, it is almost impossible to get many of them. You can either get them from one of the three Guardians in Soul
Cairn if you're Level 45+, or by crafting them with Level 100 Smithing with Dragon Bone and Firewood. Skyrim Arrows FAQ Why should you use weak arrows in Skyrim over stronger ones? With high archery skill and a strong bow, weak arrows are often enough to deal deadly damage. You can save
stronger arrows for sneak shots on strong enemies. You can only sell Iron, Falmer or Forsworn Arrows if you have 100 so you might as well use them. Aesthetics! Some arrows just look super cool. Can you improve the arrows in Skyrim? you Improve bow damage in Skyrim by tempering them with
grinding stones. You can't improve the arrows in the same way, but you can poison them. What are some unique ways to get more arrows? If you equip your follower with a rare type of arrow, they will never run out of ammunition. Each time they miss an enemy, you can pick up the missed arrow to slowly
accumulate more. This also works if you give an arrow to one of the soldiers practicing archery at Dour Castle in Solitude. Just grab them from the target as he shoots. How do you calculate bow and arrow damage? Add the damage from the bow and arrow to get the total damage you're causing. Lighter
arcs have faster dragging, less damage, and shoot less far. Heavier arcs draw more slowly, deal more damage, and keep shooting. Zephyr and Auriel's Bow are the fastest arcs with the highest DPS, while the Dragonbone and Daedric Bow deal the most damage per shot. ConclusionSince you have
ranked the 20 best arrows in Skyrim from worst to best. The strongest arrow is the Dragon Arrow, which deals 25 damage per arrow, while the weakest arrow is the practice arrow. Arrow.
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